Target Training
- what’s it all about?
Targeting is a fun game you can play with your dog that keeps
their focus on a target of your choice! Think of the target like a
bullseye symbol at which a bullet/arrow is fired and travels straight
there, hitting it ideally right at the centre!
When we use the word targeting in dog training we mean giving
the dog a target to aim for – such as our hand, or a mat - that
we would like them to go directly to and immediately touch with a specific part of their body such as their nose
or a paw!

Why targeting is useful…
Teaching your dog to place a part of their body on a target and hold it there can be used in lots of different ways
and help to build their confidence as well as their trust in us! It can also be a really enjoyable activity for your
dog because they will have the opportunity to use their brain power as well as get lots of rewards!
Teaching your dog to touch your hand can help them understand that human hands are great! This can
build confidence around humans in dogs who might be a little shy and help with grooming too – essential for
longer-haired dogs! Targeting is also a way to move your dog around hands-free – as you can teach them
to follow your hand – so you don’t need to push or pull them into places or positions, such as sitting on the
vet’s weighing scales for example. This means they can trust you and your hands are always seen as good
things!
Teaching your dog to place their paws onto a mat can help them out at the vets as you can simply pop their
mat onto the weighing scales and they’ll confidently step onto it, knowing they always get a tasty treat for
doing so!
Targeting can also help your dog focus on you rather than distractions such as other dogs or people joggers, cyclists for example - when you’re out and about. Once your dog has learned that following and
touching a target is always thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding for them, they will want to focus on that and
ignore potentially scary or tempting things!

Before you get started…
Before you start any training, your dog needs to be in a familiar environment that is calm and quiet, so you
know he is starting off feeling happy and relaxed and will be able to concentrate!
Decide on a short marker word, such as “yes” or “fab” that tells your dog that what they are doing is exactly
what you want. Teach your dog this is the special word that will earn them a treat by saying the word “fab”
then giving them a treat straight away, every time. Your dog will soon learn “fab” = treat! Our leaflet
‘Marker Use and Teaching Sit and Down’ provides more details about this!
You’ll also need lots of tiny pieces of very tasty treats that your dog loves!

Step-by-step hand-target training
Begin by rubbing a piece of food on your hand so your dog can smell it. If they watch you doing this, they
should naturally be interested in your hand!
When your dog sniffs and touches your hand with their nose ‘mark’ this
moment exactly when it happens by saying your special marker word and
then giving them a treat. Repeat this several times, remembering to always
mark the behaviour with your word and give the treat instantly.
Don’t reward your dog with a treat if they mouth, paw or bark at you, as
this may mean they are becoming confused or frustrated. There’s no
need to rush so go at your dog’s pace as this will give them confidence,
and ensure the training is fun! If your dog appears to struggle at any
point simply go back to a stage at which they were doing well and repeat that
for a little longer.
When your dog is consistently touching their nose to your hand as you hold it out, add a special word to this
action – most trainers say “touch” as it’s easy to remember because that’s what the dog is doing! First of all,
say this word the moment that your dog makes contact with your hand so that they learn to connect their
action with this word! Repeat this every time you practice so that your dog learns that when they hear you
say “touch” the quicker they touch your hand with their nose the quicker they’ll hear you say your marker
word and then give them the treat!
You’ll find that over time you can start to say the word “touch” as soon you start to hold out your hand to
your dog, because they have learned that it means that you want them to touch your hand, and there’s a
treat in it for them when they do!
The next step is for your dog to keep touching your hand with their nose
for a little longer. Encourage them to do this by waiting slightly – just a
second to begin with – when they make contact with you before
marking and rewarding them. Once your dog is consistently keeping
their nose on your hand for one second before hearing the marker word
and getting their treat, hold on a little longer still, so for 2 seconds now,
before saying the marker word and giving the treat. Repeat every small
step several times so your dog can be confident that to keep touching you is
what you want, and then very gradually use this technique to slowly increase
the length of time they will remain touching you for!

When your dog can reliably wait for five seconds while touching your hand with their nose, introduce a very
slight distraction – for instance hold a bit of kibble or a toy (but not their favourite, don’t make it too hard!) in
your other hand. Hold your target hand out and ask for the “touch” and if they touch your hand with the
distraction present, mark and reward with an extra tasty treat!

Now you can try practising in different places but be prepared to repeat
some of the early steps while your dog adjusts to all the distractions of the
great outdoors! This will also give your dog confidence in each new place.
Remember, the more distractions around the harder it might be for your
dog – so keep sessions short and fun with lots of tasty treat rewards!

Using target training to introduce grooming
Teaching your dog to target your hand while you groom them might seem an unusual approach! You might think
‘why not just brush them?’! But remember that once your dog has learned that touching your hand is thoroughly
rewarding you can use this to your advantage, especially in situations which might naturally be a little more
uncomfortable for your dog – and grooming might not always be entirely pleasant, as anyone with long hair will
tell you! So grooming while your dog is targeting your hand means they can be absolutely confident that this is
worth their while and nothing to worry about, because they will have trust and faith in what you are doing – as
long as you take time to introduce it in a gradual and fun way!
Once your dog can happily hold their nose to your hand for a fair few seconds introduce a gentle stroke to
your dog’s side while they are still targeting your hand. Your aim is to get your dog to stay on target while
you stroke their body – so start by gently stroking them for a very brief second and then say your marker
word and reward them. Progress this by gradually eking out the stroke so it takes a slightly longer time, all
while they’re still holding their nose to your hand.

Once your dog is doing this happily you can then start introducing a
brush. Make sure your dog isn’t worried by the object to begin with
and when you introduce the brush, start the same way you
introduced your hand with very light, short strokes. Gradually
increase the length of time and brushstroke you are doing. Should
your dog remove their nose from your hand at any point just go back
and practice for a little while longer at an easier stage.

Troubleshooting
Your dog should always appear happy to engage with you and the training sessions. If your dog appears to
want to avoid the training then you may just be going too quickly for them, even if they’re doing well they
need to learn at their own pace!
Don’t worry if your dog gets something wrong, there’s no need to say ‘no’ or get upset, just remember to be
consistent and clear so you don’t confuse them. It’s all part of the learning process as they find out what gets
them the treat and what doesn’t!
Keep training sessions short and simple so they’re always fun. Remember you are competing with
distractions that may make it difficult for your dog to focus. Gradually introducing distractions is the way to
go!

Good luck with your training and make sure you keep it FUN
for both of you!
If your dog is short and/or you find it difficult to bend you can
use a wooden spoon instead of your hand and teach your
dog to place their nose on that when you hold it out to them!
Dogs Trust provide lifelong behavioural support for all our adopted dogs. If
you need help for your Dogs Trust Dog, please email: reception@dogstrust.ie
For more information about Dogs Trust, to make a donation or help us in our campaigns please call
01 8791000, write to: Dogs Trust, Ashbourne Road, Finglas, Dublin 11 or visit www.dogstrust.ie
If you are interested in Dog School training classes,
please contact the team via www. DogsTrust.ie/DogSchool
The advice contained in this handout is of a general nature and is no substitute for specific behavioural or
veterinary advice.
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